S&G® Spartan™ D•Drive™
Electronic Safe Lock

Why S&G® Spartan™?
• Completely redesigned locking mechanism based on the proven security of a rugged, motorized blocking device.
• Lock bolt retraction and extension is controlled by rotation of the keypad bezel following code entry.
• Manual bolt retraction and extension offers exceptional reliability, and allows direct attachments to the lock bolt without fear of compromising the drive mechanism.

The Spartan™ D•Drive™ Advantage:
• The D•Drive™ lock cable is protected in a specially designed channel in the extruded aluminum spindle that connects the keypad to the lock body. The advanced design resists twisting and chafing in day-to-day operation.
• External battery placement puts the battery inside the keypad, where it can be easily replaced, even with the safe locked. And efficient lock design means the battery must be changed significantly less often.
• The S&G® Spartan™ lock body is the same size and mounting footprint as other standard S&G locks, allowing for easy retrofit without the need for boltwork or mounting screw location changes. Plus, it’s universally handed for RH, LH, VU, and VD mounting.
Spartan™ D•Drive™ by Sargent and Greenleaf

Anti-shock technology and manual locking

WORLDWIDE APPROVALS

The Spartan™ D•Drive™ lock carries several international agency ratings, as well as the UL Type 1 Listing. In addition, it’s RoHS compliant.

Spartan™ Features —

• Simple, 2-user lock.
• Manager can add, delete, or temporarily enable or disable the 2nd user code at any time.
• Optional MRC (Management Reset Code).
• Two-year warranty.
• Lock bolt relock verification signal (double beep/LED flash).
• Penalty lock-out after three wrong code entry attempts.
• Tested to 10,000 openings on a single Duracell® 9-volt alkaline battery.
• Low battery signal.
• Beeper volume toggle.
• Uses motorized bolt-blocking technology; not shock-susceptible solenoids.

Select from two keypad styles —

The standard rotating keypad is great for well lighted locations. If features easy-to-read numbers and letters for ease of code entry, and the lock/unlock indicators let you know at a glance whether your safe is locked or unlocked. The battery is located in its own compartment inside the keypad, and it’s easily accessed by releasing the keypad and pulling it slightly forward.

The lighted keypad offers all the same features as the standard, but adds a light for safes that are located in darker areas, or that may need to be opened in the dark. The red LED is lit by pressing the light button, which is easily located in the dark by feeling a raised feature on the keypad bezel and a tiny raised point on the light button itself. The red light illuminates only the keypad, and does not impair your night vision.

Protect your assets with the Spartan™ D•Drive™ electronic safe lock.
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